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Last Updated on 28 October 2020 smart goals are an easy and logical way to organize your goals as you set them for life. Not only does this technique help you identify achievable goals, but it helps break goals into smaller and more manageable pieces. However, there is an important element (or letter)
that disappears from this acronym. This missing letter could potentially make it harder for you to achieve your goals – no matter how well you have broken your goals into different pieces and action measures. However, once you understand this missing piece, you will be able to use it to move forward with
your goals. What is Smart Goal? If you're not familiar with SMART's goal-setting technique and what the abbreviation means, here's a brief rundown with a simple example: S = Specific – Your goal needs to be pretty specific (I want to lose 4 inches from my waist). M = Measurable – You can measure your
waistline every week to keep track of your progress. A = Achievable — Do you think that you can do this? Or will you go too far by get rid of another 4 inches? Or if you expand the goal to 5 inches; is that within reach? R = Realistic – Is your lifestyle stable enough that you can do for this goal? Are you
mentally ready to do this? Do you have the resources you need for this goal? T = Time frame — You can want to achieve this goal within a week or within six months, but it should have a certain period of time. As you can see, when you break your goals like this, they become more manageable and
concrete than just saying I want to be slimer. All well and good, except that there are important letters lost in this package – other letters A. Missing Letters Other letters A means accountability, and this is the best way to ensure that your defined plan is actually implemented and not left only at speaking or
planning levels. Even if you've created a master plan by using SMART goal techniques, it becomes useless if you don't really implement them. To make sure you start the execution phase, you want to throw some accountability into the mix. By having some external pressure behind your back (in the form
of accountability), you're more likely to take action on your goal steps than if you just keep that plan to yourself. Accountability is based on the fact that you want to stand behind your words and keep the face. When you announce your goals to the world, you realize that the world watch you, and you don't
want to let the world down. Accountability is also about facing the expectations of others. If you announce a goal or task in public, others expect you to achieve the tasks and goals you've known for yourself. Watch this video and find out how by having reliable accountability, you can achieve your goals
more efficiently:How to Implement Letters A in Your Goals There are many ways you can go about creating accountability. Choose which ones will work to motivate you Most. 1. Save to Myself quite hesitate to include this, because in this scenario you do not tell anyone else about your plan or task.
However, for some people this may work because your conscience is your accountability partner in these situations. And you don't want to let your conscience down. 2. Announce It to Others You can be your colleagues at work, your local golf club partners, customers and readers of your blog, or your
Twitter followers. I would say that accountability is more effective when dealing with people offline. Being face-to-face accountable to someone is very effective. I either don't underestimate the power of people online either. If you're trying to form a solid relationship with others online, you want to save your
word – even if you don't necessarily meet people in the same sense as in the offline world. 3. Find an Accountability Partner A more intimate way to take responsibility is to find an accountability partner. This can be a friend or spouse, but it has to be someone you feel comfortable reporting. When this
route is chosen, you may decide to call your partner regularly to tell them how far you progress on goal. 4. Get Stickk.com If there is no way above working for you, it's time to put Stickk into play. Stickk.com is a website where you can announce your goals (Commitment Contract), and to make you more
committed to achieving that goal, there is money at stake. Money is not obligatory to set up with Stickk, but knowing that you will lose some money if you do not achieve your goal you can give you an extra push to get the stuff done. 5. Joining the Dalang Group dalang group is a group of like-minded
people gathered regularly (online or offline), trying to push each other closer to their goals. This type of accountability is very common in the business world. When you're in the mastermind group and you've set the objectives you want to achieve ahead of the next meeting, you want to get the goods done
and meet other expectations. Mastermind groups are the best way to increase your productivity and achieve your goals with the help of others. 6. Hiring a Coach If you really want to get personal attention for your goals, then hiring a personal trainer is probably the best way to stay in charge. Not only are
you responsible to your coach, but you also have to pay his attention. This makes coaching options more effective. You want to make sure you do everything you can to get the task before the deadline you have specified. So, there are money factors to make sure you're in charge as well. Since you want
to move forward quickly, this option is very effective to stay in charge with your SMART goals. Next, set your goals using SMARTA, instead. Add that letter A to SMART:Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, Time-framed, Responsible.Accountability Factors achieve your goals become the thing you
need to make them a reality. More Tips on SMART GoalsFeatured photo credit: Estée Janssens went through unsplash.com a few years ago, I worked with analysts on several projects. He is a friend, and a capable interviewer and researcher. He is charismatic and intelligent. He operates his own
company. I love it and trust him. But after a few months of working together, I started looking at the red flag. The subcontractor called me to find out why he didn't pay them. He has become defensive and secret and seems to control communication between me and his clients. Then I learned that his
professional license in other states was suspended. I ended up doing the due diligence I should have done months before. As it turns out, after a little digging, there's more. Bankruptcy. Unpaid debts. And his degree? From so-called universities that offer diplomas for life-with-charge experiences. My
background check doesn't turn anything illegal or immoral. But the facts paint a picture-even one-of-someone dangerous with whom I no longer want to do business. Our working relationship ended shortly afterwards. It is a painful lesson in the importance of trust but confirms recruitment practices. It's
easier than you think of doing basic due diligence on potential employees. But before you begin, find out the relevant laws, federal and state. There are a few things you can't consider in the hiring process. It is also a good practice to have applicants sign a form that gives you permission to do background
checks. Step One: Damaging the resumeIn of the spy world, the backstop is an identity built to allow agents to operate unsuccessfully. A good, or legendary backstop, has supporting documents-also known as window-clad and enough truth to be trusted and seems natural coming from an agent. In the
business world, job hunters whittle their professional narratives into a one-page resume. Review the accuracy of all claims in this document. Sometimes, the applicant may sanitate the CV-delete any sensitive information he prefers you not to know, such as a gap in a job or jail time. The most valuable
information about applicants comes in the form of HUMINT-spy codes for intelligence gathered from human sources. Obviously, contact all references. Ask detailed questions, and ask for additional references or two of each person you call. Think like a profiler. Trying to get a nuanced picture–not just
whether the resume is true, but what this person is about Like. Verify all school claims. A great place to start is studentclearinghouse.org, a website confirming registration and degree records. Usually, when someone has a degree, they will only list degrees, years, and universities, and do not say that they
studied XYZ at XYZ University. (Spy tip: Studied on and attended can be a red flag.) Also make sure that the degrees listed are from real educational institutions, and not some strip mall stores that aren't credited or or bunker blocks behind rural churches. You can find a list of diploma factories at
geteducated.com.Of course good workers don't have to have a university degree. Many intelligent people never graduated from college. But it's better someone who gets ahead of about their lack of formal education than someone trying to pull a furore over your eyes. Get ready. Before you sit down with
prospective employees, learn everything you can about them. You've checked their resumes. Now scour social media feeds and blog posts and see whether the personality described fits the information you've learned so far-or in the spy slang, take it. Take your resume and research data and provide a list
of topics you want to explore. Remember, you're not just looking for grades and job titles, but personal experience and adventure, attitude and philosophy. Ask the applicant about his trip to Vietnam or the punk-rock band he drummed with in college. Think of yourself as a spy agency operator recruiting
assets. You want to know how recruits will handle unexpected situations, what drives them, what their values are. This will be a gentle interrogation. Start from a place of trust, but have information in your pocket, and carefully observe. Law enforcement interviewers are trained to find physical indicators of
fraud, microexpressions such as avoiding eyes, flashing, fidgeting, sweating. Unfortunately, lies-tracing are not as simple as that. What cheats body language reveals is actually just a concern, but discovering the cause of that anxiety is another matter. After all, applicants can fidget or stutter because they
are nervous about the interview, not because they hide something. Some law enforcement agencies began pushing conventional wisdom about body language and fraud, and to turn away from potentially coupling interrogation methods subjected to interviews and suspects to great pressure. You have to
do the same. You'll learn more about the applicants by placing them easily rather than intimidate them and watching them sweat. Instead, try the techniques outlined by the book writer Spy Lies: The former Cia Operatives Teaches You How to Detect Scams. It's called L2, which means looking and
listening. This sense approach shows that the creation keeps an open mind and starts from a place of respect and trust. The key is to ask carefully made questions that the answers are wise, complex-for example, opinion questions begin with What do you think about...? and capture all questions like, Is
there anything we miss? Listen carefully to the answer, and listen with an open mind. But also keep in mind the intelligence that has been Collect. For the most part, your goal is to have real conversations, not bait applicants to catch them in one lie. But if you've done your homework, you're more likely to
detect dissent or fraud when it arises. Inspecting potential employees, contractors, and even potential business partners basic spy skills and a bit of extra effort. Apply a bit of trade, and you can avoid expensive vulnerabilities from bad rent or improper-in-agency partnership agreements speaking, roll-ups,
operations go bad.—Hal Humphreys is the founder/principal investigator [FIND] Investigation, PI agency in Nashville, Tennessee, and executive editor of Pursuit Magazine. He also co-authored an online course for investigators on the basics of fraud detection. When he did not interview witnesses or train
professional investigators, he was also a writer, radio producer, climber, and flying fisherman. Fishermen.
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